Cobra Rug
Cowhide rug with embossed bovine leather cobra print border. Bovine leather refers to leather relating to cattle. This extraordinary leather
combines strength and suppleness providing a cozy and elegant look for your space. 100% natural leather. Indulge in the sumptuous feel of luxury
with our real fur collection. Artfully crafted from fine leathers, our rugs beautifully create the warmth and softness that only genuine leather can
give.

As Shown

Color Cowhide: Expresso
Color Border: Expresso

Options

Available Border Colors: Jet Black, Expresso
Available Cowhide Colors: Jet Black, Expresso

Requirements

-

Year of design

-

Production Lead Time

Minimum 6 weeks. Delivery time not included.

Cleaning instructions

Shake out leather & cowhide rugs instead of vacuuming them to remove loose dirt and dust.
Gently brush animal skin rugs in the direction of the grain (or the hair growth). If your leather rug has hair, lightly brush
the leather with a wire rug brush designed for brushing fur. If your leather rug does not have hair, use a suede brush
instead.
To remove stains, use a leather cleaner. If possible, choose a leather cleaner that is specifically for use with your particular
animal skin type.
Apply a leather conditioner if the rug is very hard and brittle. If possible, choose a leather conditioner that is specifically
made for the type of animal skin rug you have.
26 0cm | 8.53ft.

Waterproof and seal your leather rugs after they’ve been cleaned.
20 0cm | 5.6ft.

140 x 200 cm | 4.6 x 6.56 ft.
200 x 260 cm | 6.56 x 8.53 ft.
260 x 320 cm | 8.53 x 10.5 ft.
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3 2 0 c m | 10.5ft.

2 6 0 c m | 7.55 ft.

14 0cm | 4.6tf.

2 0 0 c m | 6.56ft.

Dimensions (cm / ft.)

